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Abstract: Considering the controllability and high responsiveness of an energy storage system (ESS)
to changes in frequency, the inertial response (IR) and primary frequency response (PFR) enable
its application in frequency regulation (FR) when system contingency occurs. This paper presents
a coordinated control of an ESS with a generator for analyzing and stabilizing a power plant by
controlling the grid frequency deviation, ESS output power response, equipment active power, and
state of charge (SoC) limitation of the ESS in a power plant. The conventional generator and FR-ESS
controllers were investigated and compared. To obtain the optimal frequency and power response,
an ESS-based adaptive droop control method was proposed. The proposed control strategy was
developed and implemented considering the changes and limitations of the dynamic characteristics of
the system, FR requirements, and an ESS using the PSCAD/EMTDC software. The simulation results
showed that the proposed method was more effective than the conventional droop-control-based
FR-ESS, and the effectiveness of this method was validated.

Keywords: energy storage system; droop control; frequency regulation; inertia constant; state of
charge; PSCAD/EMTDC

1. Introduction

Currently, ESSs, which are required to achieve stability and grid safety owing to
the high penetration of renewable energy resources, have received wide attention from
researchers [1]. The integration of ESSs and power reserve synchronization is an effective
solution for overcoming renewable energy source (RES) intermittency and fluctuating
effects. This is supported by the IEC T120 work program objectives, which identify ESSs as a
solution that can efficiently deliver sustainable, economic, and secure electricity supplies [2].

The importance of frequency regulation (FR) in power systems cannot be overempha-
sized. FR can be achieved via three distinct control stages: primary (inertial response),
secondary (governor response), and tertiary (automatic generation control (AGC) [3]. An
imbalance in the supply and generation at the power-grid level causes frequency deviation.
An increase in the utility grid frequency can be caused by excessive power generation,
which in turn increases the speeds of rotating machines, whereas a lack of supply leads to a
frequency decrease. When there is a significant deviation from statutory limits, generation
plants and loads are disconnected from the network, which can lead to blackouts [4]. There-
fore, to maintain the desired frequency (either 60 or 50 Hz) by the grid, the total generation
should be equal to the system loads and electrical losses [5]. Although low-frequency
fluctuations can be handled by generator participation in secondary frequency control, the
capability of these generators for high-frequency load fluctuations may not be adequate
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owing to the requirements of these fluctuations [6]. Therefore, ESS application for FR has a
faster (quick) response, is less expensive, has a lower capacity in power plants, and offers a
precise control capability over many conventional generators [7,8]. The flexibility and rapid
control of the charge and discharge capabilities of ESSs to regulate the system frequency
not only improves the FR performance, but also reduces the reserve of traditional units [9].
However, the use of only ESS for FR would require large storage capacity and energy,
which is economically expensive [6,10]. The use of ESSs in traditional power plants initially
designated for FR can therefore increase the overall efficiency of the power system [11].

Traditionally, grid operators engage with the governor-free operation of thermal
power systems or generators for FR in large-scale operations. However, such generators
are subjected to stress through the mechanical regulation of valve openings to compensate
for FR [3]. For instance, in Korea, FR is performed using a governor-free control method
with turbine governors responding within 10 s by providing power for 30 s, and the AGC
responds within 30 s by providing power for 30 min. However, power plants using these
approaches operate below their rated capacity to provide FR services until they are needed,
making them inefficient [11,12]. Studies have been conducted concerning improving the
frequency response characteristics in power systems, but little has been done to cater to the
power response and SoC management of the ESS. In [13], ESS de-loading or curtailment of
generation units, load-demand side management, and utilization of kinetic energy reserves
have been highlighted as methods in which virtual inertia implementation can provide
frequency regulation in relation to the inertial response. Reference [14] proposed a droop
control strategy as a frequency regulation method for a microgrid using an ESS to regulate
the ESS output power. Furthermore, ESS participation in primary frequency regulation uses
both virtual droop control and virtual inertial control, which could increase the frequency
nadir and effectively reduce the rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) [15]. Reference [9]
proposed a control strategy in which virtual inertial and virtual negative inertia control
methods were implemented to prevent frequency deterioration and accelerate frequency
recovery, respectively, for ESS participation in primary frequency control (PFC). Another
previous study [16] proposed droop control for battery energy storage system (BESS)
participation in system-grid FR by adjusting the BESS output according to the fixed sagging
coefficient. In a different study [17], a BESS based on virtual droop control was implemented
to provide grid-frequency stability. However, these control strategies do not consider the
limitations of the system characteristic dynamics and frequency variation requirements.
A previous study demonstrated the advantage of using an ESS to replace the governor
in a synchronous generator from the perspective of the SoC management scheme and
FR performance. However, this study did not compare the proposed method with a
conventional FR-ESS system [18].

In this study, to ensure the effect of contingency events on frequency regulation while
also considering the importance of ESS-SoC management, an adaptive droop control strat-
egy of the ESS instead of the governor is proposed. Considering the inertia value of the
participating generators as the control quantity, an adaptive droop controller for the FR-ESS
was designed using an algorithm to allocate the ESS output. Adjustment of the droop
constant of the ESS improves the output power injected based on the frequency deviation
rate for the ESS such that it may participate in primary frequency regulation. Therefore, the
ESS reserves can be optimally utilized to improve the RoCoF and increase the frequency
nadir, thereby improving the frequency stability of the power network. In addition, the
mutual influence between the conventional generator controller and FR-ESS controller was
investigated to evaluate the grid frequency response dynamics. To investigate the technical
impact of this system on the overall system network, the complete test system was compre-
hensively modeled using electromagnetic transient analysis software (PSCAD/EMTDC).
PSCAD/EMTDC is a widely used power system transient analysis tool that has intuitive
simulation and modeling tools that are greatly enhanced by its state-of-the-art graphical
user interface [19]. The effectiveness of the proposed control strategy was verified by
simulation under the condition of a generator and load tripping disturbance.
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2. Power System Architecture
2.1. Test System Model

The power system network shown in Figure 1 is considered to validate the effective-
ness of the proposed method in accessing the frequency regulation response, generator
output power, power grid output, and output active power of the ESS, and SoC limitations.
The electrical architecture of the tested power system consists of two generators: Gen 1
(trip generator) and Gen 2 (with and without governor operation) with rated capacities
of 100 and 612 MVA, respectively, and a utility grid connected to the main transformer
(610.4 MVA) via a 345 kV AC bus. The ESS was installed on the 6.9 kV AC bus via an
interconnection transformer (63 MVA) at the point of common coupling (PCC) with a rated
capacity of 25 MW/6.25 MWh. At the PCC, the ESS terminal voltages synchronized with
the system voltage can be measured appropriately. Generally, an ESS comprises a power
conversion system (PCS) for DC-to-AC output conversion and a storage medium. The total
load capacity of 1650 MW/315 MVAR, which consists of load A (1500 MW/300 MVAR)
and load B (150 MW/15 MVAR), was connected to the 22 kV bus. Load B is the trip load.
In this study, the generator was modeled as a synchronous machine in PSCAD, where
the governor, exciter (ST4B), power system stabilizer (PSS2B), and turbine models were
included for a more realistic simulation. Figure 1 shows the three-bus network, single-line
model used for the simulation of the test results. The system parameters used for the design
and simulation process are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1. Single-line diagram of the power system.
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Table 1. System Parameters.

System Parameters

Parameters Value Unit

Generator rated power (PGen,rat) 612 MVA
Power conversion system (PCS) rating 25 MW

Inverter DC power rating 25 kW
Total system load 1650/315 MW/MVAR
System frequency 60 Hz
Offset frequency 59.8–60.2 Hz

ESS size/capacity
(

PESS,cap

)
6.25 MWh

ESS rating (PESS,rat) 25 MW
State of Charge initial (SoCo) 50 %

System sampling time 50 microsec
Droop rate (Rdroop) 4.62 %
Inertia constant (H) 3 s

2.2. ESS Modeling and Control Scheme

The ESS modeled in this study, which is an inverter-based reserve (IBR) system as
described in Section 2, was designed such that it can inject and/or supply or absorb a
certain amount of energy over a given period. The ESS structure shown in Figure 2 consists
of a DC source composed of battery banks, DC link capacitors, a three-phase pulse-width
modulation (PWM) inverter, inductors, and capacitor (LC) filters. The three-phase inverter
is controlled using an active power/reactive power (P/Q) controller.

Figure 2. Energy storage system structure [15,20].

2.2.1. Voltage Source Inverter Model

The most commonly used inverter type is the VSI, where the AC power provided
on the output side functions as a voltage source. The input DC source voltage is usually
an independent source, such as a battery, which is referred to as a DC-link inverter. This
structure is the most widely used because it naturally behaves as a voltage source and
is employed in many industrial applications. Compared with single-phase VSIs used in
low-range power applications, three-phase VSIs are implemented in medium- to high-
power applications.

VSIs are required in island or autonomous operation to keep the voltage stable. In
microgrid applications, VSIs have been found to be interesting because they do not require
any external reference to remain synchronized. The model is convenient as it provides per-
formances such as ride-through capability and power quality enhancement to distributed
power generation systems. VSIs can change behavior from voltage to current sources when
they operate in grid-connected mode. This source inverter is often connected to energy
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storage devices to regulate both frequency and voltage in low-inertia grids. Therefore,
in this study, the use of VSI drives is more efficient than current source inverters (CSI);
VSI drives are distinctive for their use of insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) with
fast switching times that create a PWM voltage output with regulated frequency and volt-
age. By contrast, CSIs use gate turn-off thyristors (GTOs) or symmetrical gate commuted
thyristors (SGCTs) that generate PWM output with regulated frequency output current
with high harmonics, which necessitates filters on both input and output sides. VSIs are
implemented in this study because the active and reactive power can be controlled inde-
pendently, thereby reducing the need for reactive-power compensation. They contribute
to the stabilization of the AC network at PCC. Hence, they have the capability of better
sustaining the PCC voltage.

The voltage source inverter (VSI) in this study uses the classic active power (P) and
reactive power (Q) control method, also referred to as P/Q control, which was developed
based on IGBT semiconductor switches, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows a schematic
of a three-phase VSI interacting with energy storage and an AC system. It is connected
to the AC system through line filters composed of parallel inductors and capacitors. In
this inverter, three-phase reference voltages are generated using the sinusoidal pulse-width
modulation (PWM) technique, as depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Active and reactive power (PQ) control scheme.

2.2.2. P/Q Control Scheme

The ESS control strategy proposed in this study is the P/Q control scheme designed
in the PSCAD/EMTDC simulation program. This system, which is depicted in Figure 3,
consisted of two cascaded control loops (outer slow power control and inner fast current
control). The energy management system of the ESS provided both the ESS active power
reference (Pessre f ) and reactive power (Qre f ), which were dependent on the ESS state and
load balance in the outer control loop. By contrast, the inner control loop independently
controlled the direct-axis (Idre f ) and quadrature-axis (Iqre f ) current references. To imple-
ment these control loops, proportional and integral (PI) controllers were used. The P
controller regulated ESS output power in accordance with the power reference generated
from frequency controller (∆Pessre f ). The ESS AC side output power (Pessm) measured
was fed into the P controller to calculate the error (Perr) , which the PI controller used in
generating the reference for d-axis current

(
Idre f

)
regulation. This controller output was

regulated within the minimum (Idmin) and maximum (Idmax) d-axis current value through
tuning of the PI gain parameters; this minimized frequency drop or rise and settling time.
This PI controller gain parameters (Kp and Ki) values presented in the paper were ob-
tained via the tuning rule of Ziegler and Nichols based on a measured step response to
compensate single input, single output (SISO) process with time delay that satisfied both
robustness and performance requirements by eliminating steady state error and reducing
the overshoot with oscillations to obtain an improved transient response. The measured
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voltages (Vdre f ) and (Vqre f ) at each terminal of the control scheme were transformed from
the DQ0 rotating frame to ABC using the Park transformation. The three-phase voltage
reference signal of the PWM was determined. The reactive power reference (Qre f ) was set
by considering the droop rate. The outputs P and Q of the inverter were adjusted using
the droop coefficients [21]. The proportional and integral controller gains are presented in
Table 2.

Table 2. PI Controllers’ Gain.

PI Gain Values

PI Controller Kp Ki

PIA1 7.93651 0.0008521
PIA2 8.52314 0.0006523
PIB1 4.1746 0.000254
PIB2 1.8574 0.000234

3. Proposed Control Strategy Implementation

In this section, the proposed ESS control strategy and its structure are discussed.
The control implementation is based on the regulation of the active power of the ESS
and generator without the governor based on the frequency deviation rate. The power-
frequency control of the ESS in relation to the system inertia for improving the stability of
the power system is discussed.

3.1. System Frequency Dynamics

The nominal frequency of the Republic of Korea is 60 Hz, with a deadband of 0.2 Hz.
Therefore, a frequency variation within the 59.8 to 60.2 Hz range shows that the system
is in steady state. Frequencies outside of this range are regarded as abnormal owing to
a contingency event [22]. In this study, the deadband of the system frequency was set
to 60 ± 0.2 Hz. The change in the power system frequency can be defined by the swing
equation as follows [3]:

∆Pd
Ssyst

=
2Hsyst

f0
× d f

dt
(1)

where (∆Pd = Pgen − Pld) represents the power deficit, which is the difference between the
generation unit active power (Pgen) and load demand power (Pld), Ssyst is the rated capacity
of the system, Hsyst is the inertia constant of the system, f0 is the nominal frequency, and
d f
dt is the RoCoF.

The frequency nadir and RoCoF are emphasized in [15] as important elements to
consider for system stability. Therefore, in this study, two essential elements related to
the frequency response were examined: the RoCoF and inertia constant (H). The inertia
constant of the synchronous generator (SG) is expressed in Equation (2) [3]:

Hsyst =
∑n

i=1 Hi × Si

Ssyst
(2)

where the inertia constant of the individual generator and nominal rating of the generator
are Hi and Si, respectively. A block diagram of the FR-ESS control strategy used in this
study is shown in Figure 4. The three-phase ESS’s current (IL.abc) and voltage (Vc.abc) at
the PCC are measured by the measurement block. The d-axis and q-axis of the currents
(IL.dq) and voltages (Vc.dq) are provided by the calculation block using the phase angle
(θ) derived from the phase-locked loop (PLL). The IL.dq and Vc.dq are the inputs to the
current and power controllers while the output of these controllers are Vinv.dq∗ and ILdq∗.
The inverter voltages (Vinv.abc) generated are sent to the PWM block as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the ESS control in the PQ mode.

3.2. Generator Modeling Dynamics

In conventional power system networks, the role of the SG is to convert mechanical
energy into electrical energy, which is coupled to the prime movers (steam turbines, as used
in this study) that drive the rotor. The generator’s rotor with a rotating mass contributes
not only to the generator’s active power output, but also adds an inertia property to the
grid frequency via the supply of its stored kinetic energy when a contingency occurs. The
dynamics of the SG rotor can be expressed as in Equations (3) and (4), where Equation (4)
is similar to the swing equation described in Equation (1) [23].

τm − τe = Jα (3)

τm − τe = J
dωm

dt
(4)

Here, τm is the mechanical torque exerted by the steam turbine; τe is the electrical
torque exerted by the system load; J is the moment of inertia; α is the angular acceleration
or retardation; and ωm is the synchronous angular velocity.

To represent Equation (4) in real power terms rather than in torques using the relation-
ship P = τω, it can be expressed as:

Pm − Pe = Jωm
dωm

dt
(5)

where Pm and Pe are the mechanical power input and electrical power output, respectively.
The inertia present in the SG also contributes to the effect of the RoCoF. The higher the

inertia, the slower the RoCoF, and vice versa. Therefore, the mismatch between the active
power and RoCoF of the grid network can be expressed as:

Pm − Pe = Kd
d f
dt

(6)

where Kd is the inertia coefficient.
An imbalance in the power network causes the rotor to speed up or down to offset

the power mismatch, which is a characteristic of all SGs. This response, termed the inertial
response (IR) if adopted only for FR, will support the system for a few seconds; thus, the
stored kinetic energy will be consumed, resulting in system collapse. Therefore, a droop
or PFC scheme mainly provided by SG governors was employed to adjust the generator
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output power in response to the grid frequency variation. In this study, the damping
term was considered while modeling the SG, which was provided by the quadrature axis
damper windings set at a value of two to resolve the spikes in voltage as a result of sudden
disturbances. Therefore, with the incorporation of the damping term, the swing equation
of the SG is:

τm − τe = J
dωm

dt
+ Dω (7)

where D is the damping coefficient of the generator.

3.3. Proposed Adaptive Control Method

Figure 5b,c depict the simplified and detailed proposed method of the FR-ESS with a
generator, respectively. In the configuration shown in Figure 5b, the generator operated
without a governor and the ESS was activated, whereas in Figure 5a, the governor regulated
the angular speed (∆ω) of the SG. The governor adjusted the mechanical power (Pm) with
respect to the angular velocity variation of the generator rotor. As shown in the detailed
representation in Figure 5c, the ESS was interfaced with the proposed adaptive control
scheme, which functioned as PFC. During a contingency event, the generator output power
changed and the ESS proposed in this study compensated for a power deficit by providing
active power through the PCC to contribute to the FR. The main goal of the proposed
adaptive control scheme is to enhance frequency regulation by reducing the RoCoF and
frequency deviation.

Figure 5. FR with/without the ESS and governor: (a) conventional and (b) proposed sys-
tem. (c) Proposed adaptive control of ESS operation with a synchronous generator for FR and
SoC calculation.
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In the proposed configuration method, droop control of the FR-ESS, characterized
as a power converter, was used by the generator without the governor owing to its fast
action. The system frequency deviation ∆ f served as the input in the ESS control block,
in which the ESS executed the droop control by adaptively adjusting the electrical power
(Pe). The droop control block ( 1

RESS
) generated an output signal Pdroop. In other words, the

adaptive droop control of the ESS was the product of the inverse droop rate and frequency
deviation, which determined the amount of supporting power from the ESS, which was
defined as in Equations (8) and (9) for both PFC and IR regulation, respectively, following
the grid-frequency variation in Equation (10). In the conventional control scheme, the ESS
droop rate was set to 5% (i.e., the control coefficient was 20), whereas that of the proposed
control was 1% and the corresponding inertia constant value was 4 s.

Using this method, both the IR and PFC were provided to the power system through
inertia constant adjustment and power-frequency droop rate adjustment, respectively.

Pdroop =
1

RESS
·∆ f (8)

PRoco f =
d
dt

fgrid· HESS (9)

∆ f = fgrid − fre f (10)

Here, Pdroop is the change in the power output based on the droop characteristics,
RESS is the ESS droop rate value, ∆ f expressed in (pu) is the frequency deviation from
the contingency event, fgrid is the grid frequency, fre f is the reference frequency, PRoco f is
the power required to regulate the RoCoF for the inertial response, and HESS is the inertia
constant value of the ESS for the RoCoF.

Therefore, the power of the ESS based on the droop rate (∆PESS,FR) for frequency
regulation is the summation of the power regulation of RoCoF (PRoco f ) and the power
output based on the droop characteristics (Pdroop), which can be defined as in Equation (11).
The total output of the ESS (PESS) can then be derived as in Equation (12) for FR. This differs
from the conventional droop method and enables the ESS to manage its energy optimally.

Pdroop + PRoco f = ∆PESS,FR (11)

∆PESS,FR + PESS,re f = PESS (12)

Here, ∆PESS,FR is the ESS power based on the droop rate for FR, PESS,re f is the ESS
reference power, and PESS is the total ESS output power.

For the power system network to be stable after a disturbance occurs, the total power
generation should match the load demand. Therefore, the amount of power flow to the grid
Pgrid can be calculated from Equation (13), which should match the load demand (Pload).

PESS + PGen − Pload = Pgrid (13)

Here, PGen is the SG active power output, PESS is the ESS active power output, Pload is
the total load demand, and Pgrid is the grid power.

Traditionally, the SoC is calculated by integrating the current (unit of current) [24,25];
however, it does not define the relationship between the battery power and SoC. In this
study, we implemented the energy concept identified in [26] by integrating the power to
calculate the SoC of the ESS in Equations (14) and (15) assuming that the battery’s internal
voltage was kept constant (i.e., power was proportional to current). As illustrated, the ESS
power and SoC dynamics were employed to establish a relationship between the change in
grid frequency and the SoC limit.

SoC(t) = SoCo +
1

KE

∫ t

t0

PESS(t)dt (14)
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KE = E∗h (15)

Here, SoC is the ESS-SoC [%], SoCo is the initial SoC value [%], KE is the ESS energy
[MWs], PESS is the ESS power [MW], E is the ESS size [MWh], and h is the constant used to
convert hours to seconds.

The SoC limitation scheme has been developed for FR-ESS applications, which involve
a reference value that the ESS is continually attempting to adapt to with a set nominal
frequency (60 Hz). This reference value, termed the initial SoC (SoCo), was 50% in this study,
indicating the highest potential energy of charging and discharging [18]. The absorption or
supply of ESS power (PESS) results in a change in the SoC. Similarly, when the ESS stops
operating (i.e., it does not inject or absorb power), the SoC must remain constant.

3.4. ESS Control Algorithm

Figure 6 shows the control scheme for the FR-ESS based on the proposed methodology
described in Section 3. The FR-ESS control algorithm in this study performed charging
and discharging operations to reduce frequency variations by providing and/or absorbing
power, which depended on the droop control signal it received. This was designed such that
the proposed adaptive droop control scheme required a limit on the ESS capacity to prevent
the excessive charging and overcharging of power. Therefore, the upper limit PESS, max
and lower limit PESS, min were set appropriately. The control operation was based on the
frequency deviation of the power system, which was initiated to implement droop control
by adjusting the droop rate while ensuring that the ESS capacity limit was monitored
when a contingency operation occurred. The ESS was activated depending on the grid-
frequency deviation outside of the deadband in two modes of operation (charging and
discharging). Therefore, the ESS operated in discharge mode when its active power output
was greater than zero, providing power to the system, and vice versa. In idle mode, the
active power was kept constant at zero. To avoid oscillation problems that may occur
between the operation modes, a small deadband of 20% (the actual size of deadband can
be adjusted based on the system requirements) was introduced for ESS control switching
following Equations (16) and (17) for the charging and discharging modes, respectively.
This deadband represented the offset frequencies flow and fhigh, which were 59.8 and
60.2 Hz, respectively. Therefore, a frequency variation within this range was regarded as
a steady-state system. When the frequency was within the deadband, the ESS operated
without charging or discharging to maintain the frequency. If the system frequency dropped
below flow, the ESS provided power to PESS, max. Otherwise, the ESS absorbed the power to
charge up to PESS, min. The charging and discharging amounts of the power output can be
calculated using the droop rate, as shown in Equation (18). The frequency deviation ∆ f can
have both positive and negative values that define the ESS power injection and absorption,
respectively, as expressed in Equation (10).

PESS, min ≤ PESS < 0 ; and fgrid > fhigh (16)

0 < PESS ≤ PESS, max; and fgrid < flow (17)

∆PESS =
−∆ f ∗ PESS,rat

RESS ∗ fo
(18)

Here, PESS, min (−25 MW) and PESS, max (+25 MW) are the ESS power output charging
and discharging limits, respectively; ∆ f is the frequency deviation [Hz]; ∆PESS is the ESS
output power variation [MW]; PESS,rat is the ESS rating [MW]; fo is the nominal frequency
[Hz]; RESS is the droop rate of the ESS.
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Figure 6. Flow chart of the control algorithm of the proposed method for FR.

In this study, the SoC limitation of the ESS was designed to operate based on the
frequency deviation variation rate as well as the power output of the ESS. In most studies,
an SoC reference value required to regulate the SoC of the ESS is set as a constant. This
fixed value must be adjusted to avoid frequent charging and discharging of the ESS because
it is not the same as the target value [27]. Therefore, in this study, the operation of the ESS
was subject to the SoC range constraint to limit its output power according to the SoC and
prevent the aforementioned issue when it participates in FR. The normal SoC operation
range during the emergency case was (50, 80) for SoClow and SoChigh, respectively. When
the SoC exceeded the upper limit, the control scheme activated the discharging of the ESS,
thereby reducing the SoC to prevent overcharging and vice versa when the SoC exceeded
the lower limit. The operational constraints are defined in Equations (19) and (20) for
normal operation and during an emergency, respectively. For the case considered in this
study, a low SoC limit was investigated to compare the proposed method of ESS in PFC
with the conventional method considering the rate of frequency deviation. The control
mechanism involved using the droop control of the ESS to regulate the frequency variation.
The control strategy can be summarized in Equation (21), which defines the charging,
discharging, and idling powers (wherein both the charging and discharging powers are
zero) of the ESS.

SoC = SoCo (19)

SoClow ≤ SoC ≤ SoChigh (20)

∆PESS =


Pdisch o f ESS; SoC < SoCo

P0 o f ESS; SoC = Constant
Pch o f ESS; SoClimit < SoC < SoCo

(21)
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4. Simulation Analysis and Results

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme using the test system shown
in Figure 1, a case study was conducted during a contingency event by tripping both
generator G1 and load B to compare three different control techniques via simulation. The
case study conducted using PSCAD/EMTDC is described as follows.

Case 1: Generator G2 (with governor) while the ESS is deactivated.
Case 2: Generator G2 (without a governor) with the ESS and conventional droop control.
Case 3: Generator G2 (without a governor) with the ESS and adaptive droop control.
The simulations were carried out for a duration of 50 s and generator G1 was tripped

at 5 s to cause a mismatch of the power imbalance, thereby causing the system frequency to
deviate. Similarly, load B was tripped at 25 s, causing the system frequency to rise above
the nominal value. This frequency deviation also has a significant effect on the grid active
power, participating generators, and ESS in frequency regulation. Therefore, we investi-
gated the effect of only the governor without an ESS (Case 1), the power compensation of
the ESS using the conventional droop method (Case 2), and the proposed method (Case 3)
to verify its advantages.

4.1. Frequency Variation

In the Korean power system, the minimum frequency deviation is 59.70 Hz after
a disturbance occurs. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the grid frequency between the
governor and generator, ESS compensation with a conventional (fixed) droop, and the
proposed (adaptive droop) control scheme. As depicted in Figure 7, it can be deduced
that the grid frequency is at a normal value (60 Hz) before the contingency events occur.
When the tripping of the generator occurs at 5 s, the grid frequency curves of the three FR
control techniques decreased rapidly. It can be seen that the minimum frequency deviations
(nadir) for Cases 1 and 2 are the same (59.64 Hz); however, the frequency nadir for Case
3 is 59.71 Hz. Similarly, when the load was tripped at 25 s, the frequency response of the
system increased. However, the maximum frequency increase was lower with the proposed
method (60.15 Hz) than in Cases 1 and 2 (60.21 Hz). This shows that the proposed method
can decrease the RoCoF with an improved frequency nadir compared with both Cases 1 and
2. Therefore, FR using the proposed method is improved compared with the other control
methods. A rapid change in the rotating speed of the synchronous generator, which can
result from a loss in a large generating unit, can lead to an unacceptable frequency decrease
or sudden disconnect in load, which may in turn result in grid frequency instability. The
existing or conventional generators supply or absorb their stored kinetic energy to adapt to
frequency deviations in the inertia response (IR) stage [28]. However, the responses of the
conventional methods were slow compared to that of the proposed method.

4.2. Active Power Output

Figures 8 and 9 show the results of the grid and generator active power responses
compared to the three control methods (generator with a governor and ESS with the
conventional proposed methods), respectively. It can be observed that the grid active
power in Figure 8 exhibits slightly better oscillation damping with the proposed control
compared to the conventional method, which exhibits higher oscillations in the transient
stage (5 to 10 s). In the steady-state region (0 to 5 s and 35 to 50 s), the active power supplied
to the grid is the same for all control strategies.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the grid frequencies using only a governor, ESS with conventional control,
and ESS with the proposed method.

Figure 8. Comparison of the system’s active power for the different control methods.

Figure 9. Comparison of the generator’s active power for the different control methods.
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The generator’s active power in Case 1 was increased during the generator tripping
event (5 to 25 s) from the steady state value of 474 MW at 0 s to 477.7 MW at 20 s to
compensate for the frequency drop, as shown in Figure 9. However, for Cases 2 and 3,
the active power output (PGen) was the same as the steady-state value (474 MW at 20 s).
This shows the effect of the governor in Case 1 for FR compared to FR-ESS in Cases 2 and
3. Although the power fluctuated during the tripping events of both the generator and
load, a new steady state was reached when the frequency stabilized. The variation in the
output power of the generators in Case 1 occurred because the power compensation was
limited to only the kinetic energy released by the SG through the governor with respect
to the droop setting. Similarly, the amount of ESS power injected into the system with
fixed droop control (Case 2) and adaptive droop control (Case 3) was limited by the droop
rate constant.

4.3. ESS Active Power

According to the ESS power output shown in Figure 10, the operation of the ESS in
terms of the injection and absorption of power to and from the grid can be observed when
the grid frequency deviates. During the generator tripping event, the frequency drops,
causing the ESS participating in FR to inject power into the system. However, the amount
of power is dependent on the ESS droop-rate constant. Using the proposed method, more
power can be injected into the system to minimize the frequency nadir. Likewise, when
the frequency increases owing to load tripping, the ESS with the proposed method has
the capability to absorb more power than the conventional method. Therefore, the ESS
discharges its power by injecting a proportion defined by the droop rate value in Equation
(8) such that a reasonable amount of active power provides compensation for stabilizing
the system. In addition, this system charges in a similar manner. When there is no change
in the grid frequency (no disturbance), the ESS remains in idle mode with a power equal to
zero, as depicted in Figure 10. Using the proposed method, where the ESS uses a control
scheme with a lower droop-rate value compared with the conventional control method,
it can provide more power to the system during the transient period while ensuring that
the maximum rated power is not exceeded. Therefore, the ESS can change its active power
with respect to droop control to assist with FR.

Figure 10. Comparison of both methods for ESS active power.

4.4. SoC Response

The control algorithm flow chart in Figure 6 shows the ESS active power limit and
the SoC limit relation. When the power injected by ESS reached maximum, and the SoC
was close to high limit, the ESS stopped to inject power and the SoC remained constant.
Similarly, when the power absorbed by the ESS reached minimum, and the SoC was close
to its lowest limit, the ESS stopped to absorb power and the SoC remains constant. When
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the ESS active power was within limit, the SoC of the ESS could increase and decrease
rapidly with the proposed control to support FR. The SoC response of the ESS active power
during charging, discharging, and idling is presented in Figure 11. It can be seen from
this figure that at the steady state that occurred before the contingency event (0 to 5 s), the
ESS-SoC was at the initial SoC (50%). However, when the generator was tripped, causing
the frequency to drop, the ESS discharged owing to the power injection into the grid to
provide FR (5 to 25 s). It could be observed that, at the duration when frequency drops
rapidly below nominal value (5 to 10 s), the SoC curves in Case 3 was steeper than in
Case 2. This effect in SoC difference corresponds to the amount of power injected by the
ESS to improve the frequency nadir of the power system. At 10 s < t < 25 s, when the
grid frequency was recovering to a new steady state, the SoC response in Case 2 declined
not so rapidly as compared to that of Case 3. This signifies that a small amount of ESS
active power is still injected into the grid as shown in Figure 10. At t = 25 s, when load trip
occurred, the SoC curves for both the conventional and proposed method reached their
low limit values of 49.84% and 49.22%, respectively. Similarly, as the frequency increased
above the nominal value owing to load tripping, the ESS absorbed power, thereby charging
(25 to 32 s). At this point, the SoC could be seen to have increased more rapidly in Case 3
than in Case 2. At the point when the frequency became stable and neared the nominal
value (38 to 50 s), the ESS-SoC new limit was reached as a result of the ESS neither injecting
nor absorbing power. From Figure 11, it can be deduced that the rate of SoC decrease
was higher with the proposed method as compared to the conventional method, and the
opposite is observed considering the increasing SoC rate. This shows that the proposed
method can inject and absorb power to and from the grid rapidly to support FR through its
fast charging and discharging rate without exceeding the limit.

Figure 11. Comparison of SoC operations for the conventional and proposed methods.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed an adaptive control strategy to coordinate a generator with
an ESS in FR. The proposed method operated using an ESS to provide FR by employing
both droop control and inertia constant adjustment to improve the frequency deviation,
RoCoF, and frequency nadir of the system. An ESS control algorithm was developed to
assist in managing the dynamic nature of the power system for an efficient power supply
to the grid to protect the system from severe frequency deviation, thereby increasing
system stability. We compared case studies involving only governor control, an ESS with
the conventional fixed droop method, and an ESS with the proposed adaptive droop
control scheme when the power system network was subjected to contingency events. To
verify the performance of the proposed method, a dynamic simulation was performed to
investigate the mutual influence between the conventional generator controller and the
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FR-ESS controller with respect to grid frequency regulation and SoC limitation. It was
observed that FR using an ESS can be more effective in contingency events (such as the
non-functionality of transmission lines, generator trips, load trips, and three-phase faults)
compared to the conventional generator. From the simulation results, we observed that,
compared to the ESS with a fixed droop control scheme, the proposed FR-ESS controller
provided the best results in regulating the frequency response by lowering the RoCoF and
improving the minimum frequency deviation (higher frequency nadir) during the generator
tripping event. Similarly, the frequency response amplitude was improved during the load
tripping event using the proposed method. The SoC limitation was also investigated to
compare the conventional and proposed methods. The result from the SoC of ESS shows
that the proposed method has a faster action as compared to the conventional method in
terms of charge and discharge rate without violating the SoC operating limits. The results
indicated that inverter-based reserves such as ESSs respond faster to frequency deviations
compared to the governor of a generating unit operating only with a conventional droop
control scheme.

Considering the results presented in this study, system operators may use the proposed
method to observe the effects of RoCoF based on the ESS power by changing the parameter
settings according to the power plant conditions.

From the perspective of a transmission network, ESS has great potential to provide
various grid stability supports. This study only focused on active power (P) and frequency
control through the proposed generator with FR-ESS. In this kind of control system, the
generator’s reactive power and voltage are not considered. However, for future studies
where the reactive power (Q) and voltage regulation is to be explored for performance
evaluation, a harmonized optimal control method in terms of Q and voltage (V) will be
required. Therefore, future studies of this kind of control for both P and Q for frequency
and voltage regulation, respectively, is anticipated.
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